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A THOD AN:D SYSTEM FOR PROVIDING A SOCIAL NETWORK FOR 

CREATING. SHARING AND ACES SING CONTENT BASED UPON LOCl ION & 

MOBILITY-RELATED PROFILES OF USERS 

FIELD OF THE INVENTION 

[0001] The present invention rates to social network systems and in particular to 

systems enmpoying user locations and mobility criteria, 

[00021 The inention has been developed primarily for use with a social network 

system and will be described hereinafter wih reference to this applicaton However, it 

will be appreciated that the invention is not limited to this particular field of use.  

BACKGROUND OF THEINVENTION 

[0003] Any discussion of the background art h the specification should in 

no way be considered as an admission that such background art is prior art nor that such 

background art is widely known or forms part of the common general knowledge in the 

field in Australia or worldwide.  

[00041 Al references. including any patents or patent application, cited in tis 

specification are hereby incorporated by reference. No admission is made that any 

reference constitutes prior art. The discussion of the references states what their authors 

assert, and the applicants reserve the right to challenge the accuacy and permanence of the 

cited documents. It will be clearly understood that, although a number of prior art 

publications are referred to herein, this reference does not constitute an admission that 

any of these documents forms Part of the cornmon general knowledge in the art, in 

Australia or in any other country 

[00051 Various technologies have been developed that provide geolocation based 

commnunicau on and. social networking.  

[0006. Communist use many online channels to connect & connunicate onlne.  

The challenges facing all the communities of the world can be briefly summarized as 

follows: 

SCommunites generally cannot mirror all the possible combined location(s) 

and mobility scenarios at the same point of time. Users can't know in real time, i e.  
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simultaneously and at the same point of time, the important local news as it happens in 

each of; 

thelocations where their loved one are most of the time such as their 

homes, the school of their Ids their partner's workplace, rlte home of their parents

o the local news around a selected location (on the fly) such as, for 

example, a destiaikn and 

o the local news around their actual dynamically changing, real-time 

location (assuming they are on the move).  

* Businesses, law enforcement; emergency services, media, trade 

professionals and councils struggle to efficiently reach and communicate with their target 

audience and provide a much better service at muclower costs through the mosaic of 

comment websites and app Iietions 

* Community members are unable to personalise efficiently filter and 

consume the created community ard government content that is usually delivered via 

different platforms and applications silos.  

* Current comunuity social networks cannot engage residents or virtual 

visitors (national or intematonal visitor) and actual visitors (national or international 

visitor) with relevant personalized information Additionaly, it cannot promote the 

community to visitors and residents in ways that arc distinct from otherareas, 

* Current applications cannot capture and analyse the mobility patterns of 

hundreds of thousands of people that move from their homes into urban areas or non

uban areas cacti day in each city in the world to work, play live These appliatins 

cannot provide valuable insights or analytics that can be used for urban planning.  

transport planning, tourism or business.  

* The comnplexity variety of services the size and thte number of the 

comnmunitv stakeholders made it very difficult for convergence and the use of one 

appli cadon for a smart conmumity, start, anart world social networking to 

happen, 

o The complexity wil increase with the internet of things (IOT) and 

proliferation of devices, sensors, wearables, microchip for pets machines and APIs.  

There is no way to enable real im communication using all the current or future data 
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sources to create a combined community stuationai awareness via one application for 

conmmnuni ty members.  

I The completely to manage the torrent of data especially the data associated 

-with the mobility of users and combine that data with the content generated from other 

* The complexity facing the users who have to lea to use multiple 

heterogeneous community applications with different graphical user interface and 

additionally,. retain multdpte user name and passwords.  

* The inability to automate tasks or control of machines such as smart air 

conditions, smart blinds, smart home alarms via usina smart community social network 

to ofload the users, save tine, save energy increase security and prevent accidents, 

[007 It is clear that the current fragmented approaches to serve the community 

communication proved to be inefficient and not economical There is, therefore, a crucial 

need to do more with less tbr more people via one application, regardless of their 

mobility status, regardless of the type or the source of content and regardless where they 

live, where they work and where they have fu. Challenges have to be looked at 

holistically and has to break down al the known silos of today. The world's cities and 

communties wil need to get smarter and innovation is crucially needed across services 

to meet the challenges of tomorrow and to realize wider socio-economic benefits. This 

communication should cover the comnuity conrnunication needs across the country 

and internationally too; practically enabling all the communities of the world to connect 

with each other. The move from the fragmented community social networks to a 

converged one wil create a smarter connected world and will unleash new innovative 

business & communication use cases. This convergence will have significant impacts on 

any smart city / smart community initiative and a!I the important macroeconomic 

variables such as public safety, GDP, energy consumption, carbon emissions and urban 

plann mg.  

[0008] From another perspective, Internet and computer geolocation can he 

performed by associating a geographic location with the Internet Protocol (P) address 

MAC address RFID, hardware embedded artile/producton number, embedded software 

number, Invoice Wi-Fi positioning system. device fingerprint, canvas fngerprinting or 

devce GPS coordinates, or other, perhaps selfidisclosed infornation. Ge olocation 

usually works by automatically looking up an IP address on a WI-lOIS service and 
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retrieving the registrans physical address. l address location data can include 

information such as country, region, city postazip code, latitude, longitude and tine 

zone, 

[00091 While the existing gzeoloncation and social networking 

provides the ability for users to conmnnicate and interact with others based on a location.  

there continues to be room for significant improvement, The reason is that the existing 

methods and processes cannot provide a comprehensive and holistic solution to serve a 

broad range of user interests, user types, use cases or cover th~e users' complex location 

and mobility combinations.  

[00101 The objective of the present invention is to v m the existing 

limitations and ameliorate one or more disadvantages of ihe existing arrangements, or to 

at least provide alternatve 

[0011] It is to be understood that, if any prior art information is referred to herein, 

such reference does not constitute an admission that the information fbrms part of the 

common general knowledge in the art, in Australia or any other country 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTON 

[0012] It is an object of the present inventin to overcome or ameliorate at least 

one or more of the disadvantages of the prior art, or to provide a usefl alternative 

[00] 1One arrangement provides a computer program product for performing a 

method as described herein, 

[0014. One arrangement provides a non-transitive carrier medium for carrying 

computer executable code that, when executed on a processor causerocessorocessor to 

perform a method as described herein, 

[001 5] One arrangement provides system configured forpronig ehda 

described herein 

[0016. According to a first aspect of the present ivention, there is provided a 

method for providing, a social network system for allowing users to: create and share 

content with other users; and access content created by other users; the method 

comprising providing a phurality of engAiglble inubiy prfile options fir a uiser fbr 

continuous engagement of one or more of the mobility profies in realtime, wherein said 

mobility profile options incide4 at least one first option comprising unified 
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conbination of multiple preselected and stored first geographic locations and a first 

s; and a second option composing a unified combination of a temporary 

ofhfanantatus an selected geographic location and a second b; a third option comprising a 
unified combination of a continuously updating geolocation and a third mobility status 

wherein said mobiity profiles are adapted to be activated one at a time or concurrently 

with ainy one or more user mob ility profiles: recent a current mobility profile option 

selection of a user. wherein use of the system by a user is conditional upon the user 

having one or more concurrent mobility profile option selectionss: allowing a user to 

create content; wherein the content may be created with a user selected restriction upon 

the ability of other users to access the content based upon the current mobility profile 

option selection or selections of the other users.  

[00171 Preferably, the content may be created wih a user selected restriction upon 

the ability of other users to access the content based upon the fixed or current 

geographical location of the current mobiiy profile option selection of the other users 

falling within or outside of a user selected geographical zone.  

[00181 Preferably a user may restrict the user's own accessibility to content 

created by other users based upon the created content being created within the 

geographical zone corresponding to the user's current mobility profile option selection 

[00191 Preferably for the first option or one of the first options the fixed 

geographical location is a fixed geographical location selected by the user before or 

durin selection of the current mobili. profile option 

[00201 Preferably, for the first option or one of the first options the fixed 

geographical location is a stored fixed geographical location preselected by the user.  

When there are muli pe first options available as different selectable mobilty profile 

options, each first option defines a different preseected fixed geographical location. A 

user may be denied access to content having access criteria defined by any of the first 

geographical zones of the user's non-selected mobility profile first options regardless of 

whether the user's current mobility profde option selection would otherwise meet the 

access criteria.  

[00211 Preferably the size of the first and/or second andor third options 

geographical radius associated with each of the first, second and third mobility profiles 

for search, browse or for notifications is granular to a channel and category level and is 

selected by the user.  
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[00221 Preferably, created content is tagged with the current mobility profile 

selection of the user hat, created the content and the tag is displayed to other users that 

can access the created contenL 

[00231 Preferably, users receive notifications of when there is newlv created and 

accessible content.  

[0024] Preferably multiple content that is accessible for a user is ranked to 

determine an order for displaying the multiple content 

[00251 Preferably a plurlity of channels is also provided, wherein users nmust 

select a channel in order to create content within the seleted channel or access content 

created within the selected channel User access to a selected channel may be subject to 

the user meeting access criteria. The user access to a selected poirtin of a channel 

including a channel's tab or tabs or a channel sub tab or sub tabs is subject to the user 

meeting the access criteria. The access criteria may include restrictions based upon the 

current mobility profile option selected by the user.  

[00261 Preferably, a user may select to change to a different mobility profile option 

while accessing the system, whereby the newly selected option becomes the current 

n-iobilit' profile option selection 

[00271 Preferably the system automatically selects a current mobility profile 

option selection for the user, The automatic selection may be based upon a preselected 

user preference or based upon a prediction employing a user's history of use.  

[0028] Preferably, the content that may be created includes one or more of posts.  

calendar events and private or public user groups, video feeds, SMS messages files, 

alarms, sensor data, photographs- or weather forecast data and the like as would be 

appreciated by the skilled addressee 

[0029. Preferably- the content may be created with a user selected restriction upon 

the ability of other users to access the content based upon the fixed or current 

geographical location of the current mobity profile option section of the other users 

falling within a user selected distance front the fixed or current geographical location of 

the user's current mobiJyi. profile o n section.  

[00301 According to a fbrher aspect of the inventon, a social network system for 

allowing users to create and share content with other users is provided, The system 

includes: 
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a database for storng data pertaining to users of the system; and 

a server connected to a commtnications network for communicating with user devices 

over the communications network; wherein the server is programmed to provide the 

aforementioned method, 

[0031] Otter aspects ofthe invention are also disclosed, 

[00321 In an exemplary embodiment the system includes a geolocation enie 

supporting multiple mobi lity protdes~ The (leol ocation engi ne supports at east three 

mobility profilesS for example: Multi Preselected Static Zones (MPSZ) mobility profiles, 

On-The-lyt Static. (OTS) mobility profile and Dynamic ll Mobiliy' iDFM) mobility 

profile 

[0033) The M4PSZ mobility profile allow the user to access the application based 

on a user's stored fxed geographical locations preselected by the tc. in this case. the 

preselected geolocations of these multiple zones will be the centre of the geolocation 

interaction between the user and other users, all content and logical objects. The user 

does not need to physically be at any of the selected locations to access this mobility 

profile.  

[00341 The OTFS mobility profile allows the user to access the application based 

on entering an address or pointing to a location on the map and make this new address or 

this new point on the map as the new static centre of geolocation interaction with the 

application and other users, all content and logical objects. The user does not need to 

physically be at this location to access this mobility prfile.  

[00351] The eJM mobility profile allows the user to access the application using 

his actual dynamic location as provided by his GPS enaled device or any other dynamic 

geoloeation method. in iis case, the location of the device as provided by the GPS or 

other geolocation method will be the centre of his geo ineraction with the application. In 

this profile the application is continuously updating the UPS location of the device such 

that th.e user's current location is always immediately available to he associated with 

content created by the user or to access content relevant to the user's real-time location.  

[0036. The geolocation mobility profie engine allows the users to easily switch 

between the different mobility profiles. The golocation engine allows the trs to 

access content from a plurality of mobility profiles simultaneously in real-time, or to 
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create content which is then associated with each one of the plurality of mobility proes 

that the user is connected to at thee im the content is created, 

[00371 A method for providing a social network system for allowing users to: 

create and share content with other users: and access content created by other users; the 

method comprising: providing a plurality of user-types providing a plurality of mobility 

profile options for each user-type to provide a user with continuous engagement with 

content associated with one or more mobility profiles in realtime wherein said mobilty 

profile options include: at least one first option co mpisirigg unified combinauon of 

multiple preselected and stared first geographic locations and a first mobility status; and a 

second opuon comprising a unified combination of a temporary selected second 

relocation and a second mobility status; and a third option comprising a unified 

combination o a continuously updating third geolocation and a third nobility status 

wherein said mobility profiles are adapted to be activated one at a time or concurrently 

with any one or more user mobility profiles; receing a current mobility profile option 

seleion of a user, wherein use of the system by a user i conditional upon the user 

having at least one or more user selected concurrent mobility rotie option selectionss; 

and allowing a user to create content, wherein the content may be created with a user 

selected restriction upon the ability of other users to access the content based upon the 

current mobility profile option selection or selections of the other users; and wherein 

content associated with one or more mobility profles comprises user-type access 

restrictions to restrict interaction with the content to selected user-types.  

[00381 A method for providing a social network system for allowing users to: 

create and share content with other users: and access content created by other isers; the 

method comprising: providing, a plurality of mobility profile options for each user-type to 

provide a user with continuous engagement with content associated with one or more 

mobtuity pofiles in real-time, wherein said mobility profile options include: at least 

one first option comprising a united combination of nuAple preselected and stored tirst 

geographic locations and a first mobility status; and a second option comprising unified 

combination of a static temporary second relocation and a second mobility status; and a 

third option comprising a unified combination of a continuously updating third 

geolocation and a third mobility status; wherein said mobility provides are adapted to he 

activated one at a time or concurrency with any one or more user mobility profiles; 

receiving a current mobilty profe option selection of a userherein use of the system 

by a user is conditional upon the user hating at least one or more user selected concurrent 
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mobility profile option selections) and aliowing a user to create content. herein the 

content may be created with a user selected restriction upon the ability of other users to 

access the content based upon the current mobilit profile option selection or selections 

of the other sers; wherein the social network system is adapted to provide a user that i 

simultaneously conted to a pluraity of' mobility phones with notfications of content 

created in association with each of the connected mobility profiesI 

[00391 According to a further aspect of the invention, there is provided a method 

for providing a social network system as claimed in any one of the preceding cams, 

wherein the method further comprises: providing one or more sub-mobiiitv-profle 

options for the OTFS and DFM'l mobil it profile options, fo a more differentiated and 

enriched mobiity profle access to content and content creation, content sharing and 

content maskingwherein the multiple sub mobility profile options are selected by the 

user or for the user and wherein any content created and shared by the user while this 

profile is engaged will be tagged with the sub mobiliy profile tag, 

[0040] In an exemplary embodiment, the method and system may further include a 

user's mobility profile history & prediction module that when engaged, will 

automatically select the mobility profile of the user at login or when the user activates the 

application on his computing device.  

[0041] In an exemplary embodiment, the method and system may support multiple 

computing devices via wveb access, mobile site access and native mobile applications.  

[0042] In an exemplary' embodiment, the system consists of channels each 

including multiple tabs to support a structured & organized communications An example 

of tabs can be as follows: post tab, search *& browse tab, create groups tab, &' search and 

join groups tab. Other tabs can be added. Each channel has one or more drop down 

menus that contains multiple categories. The post tab or search& browse tab support 

Bloolean Algebra (AND/OR) allowing posts containing one or more categories to be 

created users. A server is operable to receive and display the channels categorized 

information based on geolocation from multiple users, multiple user types an~d the used 

mobility profiles during posting, reply or group creation. Access to the channels and tabs 

(or sub tabs) depends on the user profile and the uiser'sseeted mobility profile via the 

geolocation engine.  

[0043] In an exemplary embodiment, the system generates a "Geo mobility profile" 

taking. This means that when content or an object is created (example create a post.  
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reply event, or a group etce.) it will be mobility profile tagged, This means that users can 

see the mobjity profile that was used wvheni the content or object was created, 

[00441 In an exemplary embodiment, the system can rank and present the created 

content or objects (example: create a post, reply, event, or a group etc.) to users based 

only on the mobility profile or based on the mobility profile bended wih other 

categories, such as content category, distance from the user's selected mobility profile 

geolocation centre, user's internal history of use o r eternal data sources such as the 

users history of use and external social media profiles etc 

[0045 In an exemplary embodiment groups for a private conununication between 

group members can be created based on multiple mobility profiles In this case, groups 

wil have a m profie tag at the creation points.  

[00461 In an embodiment, a server is further operable in the event some criteria arc 

met, where these criteria an be set by the administrator, the user or both sudhas sending 

categorized notfications to the users. For example, based on the user A's settings, he can 

get negotiations when posts are made ader specific categories in the channe s, under a 

specie mobility profile (associated with the other users who posted) and within a 

specifed threshold distance from the centre of mobility profile used by user A when 

accessing the application. Radius and mobility profie is per category and can be set 

differently by user A User A can get notiiations too if replies are made in response to 

his posts even if he is using different mobility profiles when he is posting.  

0047] These as wel as other aspects and advantages that will become apparent to 

those of ordinary skill in the art by reading the following detailed description, with 

reference where appropriate to the accompanying drawings. Further, it is understood that 

this description is merely an example and is not intended to limit the scope of the 

Invention as claimed.  

BRIEF DESCRiWTION OF TIE DRAWINGS 

[00481 N owithstanding any other forms which may fall within the scope of the 

present invention, a preferred embodiment of the invention wil now be described, by 

way of example only, with reference to the accompanying drawings in which: 

[00491 Figure 1 is a schematic diagrm of a system according to a preferred 

embodiment showing the supported mobility profiles for different access devices: 
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[0050] Figure 2 is a block diagram for the Geolocation mobility profile Engine and 

process flow for the system of Figure 1 

[005 I Figure 3 is a block diagram for the Geolocation mobiity profile Engine and 

process flow of Figure 2 after login; 

[0052] Figure 4 shows the multiple channel structures and muultiple tabs for the 

system of Figure 1 

[0053] Figure 5 showing the content of a channel and the multi drop down menus 

with multiple categories for Figure 4: 

[0054 Figure 6: shows an example of the graphical user interface for selecting 

notification for channels for multiple categories based on different radius s and different 

posts mobility proles; 

[0055] Figure 7 shows multiple mobility profies and variable category/radius 

notifications supported for the multi static zones: 

[00561 Figure 8 shows an example of the Mobiity profiles Geolocation zones 

block funet ion: 

[00571 Figure 9 shows an example of the post's limit distance visibility and the 

mobility profile masking function; 

[0058] Figure 10 shows an example of the graphical user interface showing the 

post distance visibility and the mobility profile masking optionS; 

[00591 Figure iU is a process flow chart showing the post visibility decision tree 

[00601 Figure 12 shows the login flow process and mobity profile for a web 

access, mobile site and native mobile application; 

[0061]. Figure 13 is a diagram for thc channel and tabs access rights based on the 

user type and mobility profile; 

[0062] Figure 14 illustrates an example of the graphical user interface showing the 

channels & mobility profile switching module; 

[00631 Figure 15 lustrates an example of the graphical user interface showing 

how the mobility profile will be associated with a user post; 

[0064] Figure 16. illustrates an example of the graphical user interface and the 

mobility profile landing page preference selection: 
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[0065] Figure 17 shows a hea-mobility profile methodsystem logic diagram; 

[0066] Figure 18 illustrates a comparison table between different mobility profile 

types: 

[0067] Figure 19 shows an example of the graphical user interface for additional 

notifications selection criteria (user type and time); 

[0068] Figure 20 shows an example of the graphical user interface for additional 

noni cat ions selection cteria (user sub mobiliy profiles 

[0069] Figure 21 shows a process flow chart showing the sub mobility profile 

access and tagging workflow for OTVS mobility profile; 

[0070] Figure 22 shows a process flow chart showing the sub mobility profile 

access and tagging workflow for DM nobility profile; 

[0071] Figure 23 shows an example of the graphical user interface for Mobility 

profile status groupinig iand smart device notifcation and actions triggering and 

[0072 Figure 24 shows a process flow chart showing the mobility profile status 

grouping check decision tree.  

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

[00731 It should be noted in the following description that like or the same 

reference numerals in different embodiments denote the same or similar features, 

[0074] The preferred embodiments describe systems and methods for geolocation 

cormn anmication & internet social networking conmprising multiple communication 

channels, multiple user types, multiple mobility profiles, a nobility prfile prediction 

mode mobility profile geolocation zone block, mobility profile geotagging and 

mobility profile access.  

[0075] in an embodiment, the method and system may support multiple computing 

devices 12 via web access 14, mobile site access 16 and tie mobile applications 18.  

[0076] Figure 1 represents a diagram of the supported mobility profiles 20 for the 

different access devices.  

[00771 In an embodiment, the system includes a geolocation engine supporting 

multiple mobility files 20. The geolocation engipnle supports 3 mobtvprofiles as 
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follows ultiple Preselected Sitatic Zones (MPSZ) mobility profiles, OnvThe Fly Static 

(OTFS) mobility proIe and Dynamic Full Mobility (DFM) mobility profile 

[0078: The MPSZ mobilty profile 42 allows the user to access the system based 

on stored fixed geographical locations that were pre-entered or preselected by the user 

preferably at some earlier stage his case, the geolocations of these muldtiple zones 

will be the centres of the geolocation interaction between the user and other userscontent 

and assets As an example if the user selects Preselected Static Zonel (PSZ1), the pre

selected geolocationi of static zone I will be the new centre and reference for geolocation 

interaction with the system If the user selects Preselected Static Zone n (wherein is an 

integer), the pre-selected geolocation of static zone n will be the new centre and reference 

for geolocation interaction with the system, 

[0079l For example, MPSZ can preferably be the home's location of the user or 

business location for a business. in this case. this mobiity profile uses the user s 

preselected home residential address oT business addss s (e.g.i it's a business such as a 

restaurant, dry meaning, milk bar shop address) provided preferably at the registration 

phase as his/it's location when engaged. Once this profhie is engaged, either by the user 

or fir the user (via an automated selection process), the applicaon will holistically 

consider the user as holding a form of residency status and will work as the social 

network for communicating with the users and content at or around his home. MPSZ 

can be the user's children school location and MPSZ3 can be the users parents house 

location that are in other distant locations such as another city, state or even country 

[0080: Preferably, fbr MPSZn profiles the user will have to confirm that he/she 

resides in a suburb. For MPSZ I. user can preferably verify his address via many methods 

such as using a wired intemet connection at the registration or verifications stagc & the 

application compares the provided address with the approximate geolocation of the wired 

router that the user is using to access the application. Aterativey the application can 

send a server generated code via post that has to be provided and valdated online via the 

application once received by post. Manual options could be to contact the user via a 

wired phone at home or at the business address to manually confirm and validate his 

location.  

[00811 Other methods to increase the credibility of the user's profile could be to 

link his other social networks accounts to the application. For MPSZ2 (example :school 

location), the school can get one code, and this code can be exchanged with the parents 
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and the application will allow the reuse of the code for the same geolocation multiple 

times as a mean to validate this mobility profile.  

[00s2 This mobility profile indicates a form of residency status' rom a time 

perspective, it will indicate that this is a place where the user or a business (or user's 

family) is/are most of the time or spends a relatively long rime.  

The OTFS mobility profile 44 allows the user to access the appliation based on entering 

an address or pointing to a location on a map and make this new address or this new point 

on the map as the new centre of geolocation interaction with the system and other users.  

IM effect, this is also a static zone geolocation, However, the location can be any location 

selected by the user on-the-fl-y say, as a temporary location about which the user is 

interested, as opposed to a preselected or pre-saved location.. Thus as disclosed herein an.  

"on-the-fly" (OT F) location or zone is to be understood as a temporary location that the 

user is interested in at a particular time, for example where a user is ravelling to a 

particular destination, the user may select the travel destination as a temporary 

relocation about which they are interested i.e. to receive weather or news updates about 

their current destination 

[0083] The mobility profile associated with an on-the--dlfy or temporary location 

selection will indicate a form of 'virtual visitor' status in respect of the selected location.  

From a time perspective, it will indicate that the selected location is a place that the user 

is interested in, has visited in the past or plans to visit this location in the future.  

[0084] Once this profile is engaged by the user (or for the uer via an automated 

selection process) the application will holistically consider the user as a virtual visitor 

and works as the social network fbr communicating with the destination's users and 

content at or around the user's destination location.  

[0085] Setting the mobility profile to OTFS when creating content enables the user 

to create posts or private groups anywhere he chooses on the map Any content that the 

user creates or searches for wil be based on this new location Hence the user can turn 

any specic location into a virtual notice board or a private discussion room.  

[00861 For example; surfing enthusiasts (using the OTFS mobility profile) can 

create private groups or content at the geolocation of their surfing beach destination 

location on the weekend to connect with each other Football fans can create content at 

the stadium's geolocation before a match for a post-match drink or to organize seats 
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during the match. Residents can connect with each other to unite and organise opposition 

against a planned niega mall in their quiet suburb by using the OTE$ profile and selecting 

the geolocation of the planned mega mail 

[00871 The DFM mobility profile 46 allows the user to access the system using his 

actual location as provided by the user's OPS enabled device or any oiier suitable 

geolocation method. hr this case, the location of the device as provided by the (GPS or 

other relocation method will be the centre of the user's geoocaton interaction with the 

system Given, that the users location can be changing as the user moves, this provides a 

dynamic aspect to this particular profile, meaning that this mobility profile supports 

periodic location updates preferably based on conigurable rime intervals fo both, the 

website (dedicated physical servers o~r clond-based) or mobile apps. This will be done in 

an automated way without the user's intervention or the need to press a button each time 

before he creates a content to update his location. If the user keeps on changing his 

location while this mobility profile is engaged, the content that the user will create or be 

able to access will consequently change with tie as his location will keep changing.  

This allows content to be created/accessed on the go' To note that while the user changes 

his location when this mobility profile wil be engaged, the geolocation coordinates of the 

created content by the user wil change in this case, and have different geolocation 

coordinates as the mobility profile is fully dynamic.  

[0088} From another perspective, the content that the ser vid be able to access or 

get notifications for wil change based on his changing location and the DFM mobility 

profiles periodic location update cycles 

[0089 DFM uses the current geolocation coordinates of the user for connecting 

with those at or around their actual present location. This mobility profile indicates a 

for of 'actuapresent physical visitor' status From a Time angle, iilvi indicate that 

this is a place where the user is at present (now> Once this profile is engaged by the user 

or for the user (via an automated selection process), the application w holistically 

consider the user as an actual current visitor and works as the social network for 

communicating with the users and content at or around his actuadlocation.  

[00901 Figure 18 provides a comparison table showing the different characteristi 

of the different mohiity profile options.  

[0091] The method supports different types of devices 12 and supports different 

mobility profiles 20. Desktop or laptops are generally stationary ard not equipped with 
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GPS, consequendy it can be arranged so that they only support MPSZ and OTFS mobility 

profnles.  

[00921 In this diagram. GPS (Global Positioning system) for DFM mobility profile 

is used just as an example for a technology needed to determine the dynamic physical 

geolocation of the user This is not intended to limit the scope of this invention or restrict 

the DFM mobility profile to the lpositoning system technology only. Other 

technologies available today or in the future besides GPS can be used to support the DFNM 

mobility profile.  

[0093 In this diagram, the 3 tier server architecture 22 is used just as an example 

and shouldn't linit the scope of this invention as different one tier, two tier or three tier 

backend server's architecture may be used.  

[00941 The geolocation engine supports a mixture of static and dynamic mobility 

profiles. The engine allows the users to easily switch between the different mobility 

profiles, Figure 2 shows a block diagram for the Geolocation mobility profile Engine and 

process flow, There are three options here: 

a. After the users login and based on the users type, the user will be directed 

to the landing page of a specific mobility profile as default (as set by the system 

administrator).  

b After the user's login, the mobility profile landing page will be based on the 

mobility profile prediction module 30 

c. After the user's login, the mobility profile landing page will be based on the 

user's mobility profile landing page preference 32 selection made in the settings section 

[0095 For options b and c, further sub-options can indude(depending upon the 

device): 

i. Preselected Static zone number X (where x I to n and where n is 

the nmnber of available static zones), or 

I IOTFS mobility profile input target geolocation page, or DEM 

mobility profile and the activation of UPS or the usage of any other dynamic geolocation 

method or system, 
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[0096] In an embodiment, the method and system may further inelde a user's 

mobility profie history and prediction module 30 that, when engaged, will automatically 

select the mobility profiles of the user 

[00971 For option b, if engaged by user in the settings section, the prediction 

mobility module 30 miay automatically select for the user a mobility profile after login.  

'The selected mobility profile wildepend on the user mobility profile history suh as the 

previous comnyengaged mobility profile, frequency of engagement, engaged 

mobility profile lime, login time, login date, login day of the week2 previous accessed 

channels, previous online actions and other external associated social media profile of the 

[00981 It wilIbe appreciated that for users who are always online; the automated 

mobility profile selection can be used all the time, and not only for the landing page after 

login. This will let the appication periodically cheek and scan their mobility status and 

continuously select and engage a mobility profile for the user in an automated way.  

[0099] It will further be appreciated that additional inputs could be added to the 

automated mobility profile modude before engaging a mobility profile such as a mobile 

devices accelerometer.  

[01001 For example. where the users mobile device includes an accelerometer, if 

the accelerometer detects an acceleration, and the user is currently using MP'SZ1 mobility 

profile, the application will compare the user's location with the MPSZI stored 

geolocation and may be conti gured to: diseng~age the M.PSZ 1 mobility profile; and 

engage the DFM mobility profile for the user, 

[01011 Other complex rules can be created to create more use cases using the 

specific user types, channels and all the aspects described in this document as would be 

appreciated by the skilled addressee.  

[0102] For OTFS mobility profile or DFM mobility profile, the ^mobility profile 

geolocation block zone" 34 check function mnay be done at the last step before the final 

channel access step.  

[0103] For all these processes, the backenid app lication/DB servers 22 will be 

queried.  

[01014] figure 3 shows a block diagram for the (Geolocation mobility profile 

Engine and process flow after login.  
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[0105 The engine in this scenario will allow the user to switch between the 

following different mobilhty profiles (if supported by the user's device): 

a Static zone number (PS/x)42 (for x I to n where n is the number of available 

static zones); 

b, OTFS mobility profile 44; and 

c. DFMI mobility profile 46 and the activation of GPS or any other suitable dynamic 

greolocanon determuination method or sytem.  

[01061 in an embodiment, the system consists of channel 50 each including 

multiple tabs 52 to support a structured & organized communication Example of tabs 52 

can be as folAws: post tab, search & browse tab, create groups tab & search and join 

groups tab. Other tabs can be added.. Each channel has one or more drop down menus 54 

that contain nudiple categories 56. The post tab or search & browse tab support Boolean 

Algebra (AND/OR) allowing posts containing one or more categories to be created by 

users. A server is opeable to receive and display the channels categorized infornmadon 

based on geolocation from muhliple users, multiple user profiles and the used mobility 

profiles during posting or reply Access to the channels 50 and tabs 52 is granular to the 

tab leave and depends on the user profile and the user's selected mobility profile via the 

geolocation engine.  

[01071 In particular enbodiments the application may be conagured to give access 

to a specific tab and or sub tab and/or a user type and! or a specific mobility profile 

and/o for channel. For example: Channel "Suburb news" can only be accessed by user 

type"esident" and only MPSZ" mobilty profile and DFM and not OTF&S In a father 

example: channel "Police Updates" and 'create content' tab and create content' sub tabs 

can be accessed by user type 'police' only

[0108] Figure 4 shows a diagram of the multiple channel pictures 50 and 

multiple tabs 52. The tabs example here shows 4 tabs 52, but more tabs can be added and 

this shouldn't limit the scope of the current invention. Each tab could have a different 

section and each section can have different access rights for users based on their user type 

and their mobility profile. Channels can be used ibr public communication for the 

authorized users while groups are for private communication only between the group 

menibers.  
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[0109] Figure $ shows a diagram for the content of a channel and the muti drop 

down menus with multiple categories 

[0110 Searching can indude search for posts made in a specific category and 

based on a specific mobii profile Channel posting can be public for all the users, 

while groups can be private for group members. Groups also support mobility profiles.  

A group wil have multiple attributes such as location, channel, subject and a creation 

mobility profile (mobility profle used by the user w he created the private group).  

[0111] In an embodiment, a server is further operable in the event some ena are 

met, where these criteria can be set by the administratr, the user or both, such as sending 

categorized notfications to the users For example, based on the user As sctings he ca 

get notifications when Posts are made under specie categories in the channels), under a 

specii mobility prodle (associated with the other users who posted) and within a 

specified threshold distance from the centre of mobility profile used by user A when 

accessing the application. Radius and mobility profile is per category and can be set 

differently by user A. User A can get notifications too if replies arc made in response to 

his posts even if he is using different mobility profiles when he is posting.  

[01121 Figure 6 shows a conceptual diagram ilustrating an example of the 

graphical user interface Or selecting notification for channels for multiple categories 

based on different radius and different posts mobility profiles. Boolean algebra ANDJOR 

function for posts categories or inobility profile may be supported.  

[01131 In this diagram, as an example (not intended to limit the scope of this 

invention) based on the users A's settings he can get notifications when posts are made 

under specific categories in the channel(s) under a specific mobility profile associatedd 

with the other users who posted) and within a specified threshold distance from the centre 

of the mobility profile used by user A when accessing the system. Radius and mobility 

profile is per category and can be set differently by rser A User A can get notifictions 

too if replies are made in response to the posts he made when he is using different 

mobility profiles.  

[01141 For example: a user will be able to get real tine notifications in one screen 

for specific content (based. on his previous notification preselection) created within a 

specific radius from his home (MPSZi the school of his kids (MPSZ2); the home of his 

old parents (MPSZ3) the place of woriP office of his wife (MPSZ4his destination and 

his actual loation at the same point of time. The content can be from users,Lgovemment 
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police, sensors and machnes. example: home fire sensors, traffic lghts and car low 

sensors, pollution sensors, police updates et This will allow the user to have one 

dashboard that covers his mobility status, locations and categories of interest 

[011I1 Users can get notif-cations from other mobility profiles in real time at the 

saine point of time while they are on a different mobility profileeaning that de user 

can virtually use more than one mobility profile at the same point of time. In an 

embodiment, a consolidated notifications view for all the mobility profiles can be 

displayed concurrently in one screen. This will allow the user to get notifications from 

multiple static locations (preselected MPSZn or on the fily OlS) and dynamic locations 

(DFM) Hence, if the user configures his settings to get notificadons, and if he provides a 

destination, and engages the consolidated notification screen view; the user will gnet real 

time notifications from all his nui preselected static locations AND his destnation 

location AND from his actual location at the same tine in one screen noblee device, 

tablet or a connected car mounted tablet, computer, or dashboard while he moves or 

drives to his destination location This means that the user can access more than one or 

ail multiple mobiity profies at the same point of time.  

[01161 Figure 7 shows a diagram for the multiple mobility profiles and variable 

category/radius notifications supported for the Imuti static zones.  

[0 1171 The user can have multiple static zones and can get for each channel and for 

each category notifications based on a specifc radius (per category for the geographical 

target areas) and fbr specific mobile profiles. This means that he can get details or on

page notifications if posts are made within the threshold radius defined by the user for a 

specific defined category or categories for a specific channels) and for a defined mobiity 

profile(s).  

[0118] In an embodiment, some channelstabs and/or secions will not allow the 

OTFS or DIn mobilty prfies access and/or a specific user type 1or exape the 

channel I post tab is to be accessed only by a non-commercial user type fbr the MVIPSZ 

mobility profie or only particular preselected zones from among the MPSZ mobility 

profile options.  

[01191 IN an embodiment, the system generates a "Geo mobility prole tagging 

for the created objects and content. This means that when a user posts in a channel, 

makes a reply creates a calendar event or even creates a group, other users can see the 

mobility profile used by this user when he posted replied or created the group, 
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[01201 Hence the mobility profile ragging is the process of 1apturing the 

mobilty profie option selected by the user that created the content at the time the content 

was created. This is not geolocation tagging as the geolocaion tagging captures only the 

location, not the mobility profile used at the time of content creation. For example. if the 

user uses the DFM mobility profile when he creates content, the content will have the 

DFM mobility profile tag associated with i. This indicates that this user was an actual 

vistor of the location at the time this content was created 

[01211 For example, for the created contend, and assuming a periodic location 

update time interval of I millisecond and assuming user A and user B at time 0 shares the 

same geolocaion point X, If user A engtages the DFM mobility profile and moves at a 

speed of 100 km/per hour away in a direct line shape south from user B and if user A 

created three different (say content F, , H) contents at time 0, after 30 minutes and after 

60 minutes while keeping the same speed, the content from the perspective of user B 

(assuming that user B is using one of the static mobility profiles locked at location X and 

is not changing this nobilty profile from time 0 to 60 minutes) when he checks the 

content created by tser A wilbe as follows 

- Content F will have a relative distance(between the 2 engaged mobility 

profiles o A and user Bof 0 KM and a mg of DFM attime 0; 

- Content G will have a relative distance (between the 2 engaged mobility 

profiles of user A and user B) of 50 KM and a mobility profile tag of DFM at 30 

minutes and 

- Content H will have a relative distance (between the 2 engaged mobility 

profies of user A and user BW of 100 KM and a mobility profile tag of DFM at 60 

minutes.  

[0122] in an embodiment, the system can rank and present poss to users based on 

the blended associated mobility profiles, category arid distance from the user's selected 

mobility profile geolocation centre.  

[01231 Hence, any content shared/created by a user wil indicate the relative 

location of the used mobility profile and will also indicate the mobilty profile status 

(mobility profile tag) It should be noted that the application captures the geolocation 

coordinates and the mobility profile in use by the user who created the content at the rime 

of the creation of the content The application then computes the relative distance 
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between the geolocation coordinates of the created content and the geolocation 

coordinates of the mobility profile used by the other user who reads or accesses this 

conent. It will he appreciated that this display of differenta ted content is not only 

limited to web or mobile application, but cover s welt any current or future presentation 

method such as a virtual street view on a. map, a map or any virtual realty glasses 

technology, 

[0124 In an embodiment, groups for a private communication between group 

member can be created based on undtiple mobility profles. In this case, groups wil 

have a mobility profile tag at the creation points.  

[0121] In an emnbodimnt, difiiereut user types will be provided access o the 

system, For example, non-commercial user. commercial user etce, Access to channels, 

tabs, categories and sections of tabs may be done based on the users type and user's 

mobility profile. Some user types can use all mobility profiles, while some other user 

types can only use limited oiit profile options (e.g preselected static zones only).  

moilt profile 
[0126] In an embodiment, the system provides anonymity (hiding user names, 

profile details, used mobility profile when they post) in some channels/tabs or sections 

and revealing this info in other channels/tabs! sections, 

[0127] In an embodiment, the system provides ie user the ability to mask the 

exact address to only reveal the suburb. This can be done based on the channel and the 

user's mobility profile.  

[0128 In an embodiment, the system provides the user the ability to limit the 

distance of the visibility of his post. is s means that if selected theuser As post can be 

seen only for a defined maximum distance to other users (where the distance between 

user A's nobility profie and other users mobility proie geolocation centre) This can 

be done based On the channel and user mobility profile.  

[0129] Figure 9 shows a diagram for the "posts limit distance visibility" and the 

"mobility profile masking".  

[01301 In an embodiment, the user can decide to imnit the distance visibility of his 

created content to other users, The user can also mask his post for sotn specific nobility 

profiles.  

[0131 In an embodiment, the user who posts can tag his post not to be visible to 

users ae s tm via a specific mobility profile 
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[01321 In this diagram, as an example, Rx is the defined user A post distance lit 

visibility If user C's geolocation centre is within this radius, and if user A selects the 

post limit distance visibility, user C will be able to see user A's post. For user B.if he is 

outside the Rx, he will not be able to see user A's post.  

[0133] Now, if user A selected to mask his post fAr a specific mobility profile and 

if user C is within the post distance limit visibitY, but is accessing the application using 

a mobility profile that user A decided to mask in his post then user C will not be able to 

see the post of user A.  

[0134j Figure 10 shows a conceptual diagram illustrating an example of the 

graphical user interface showing the post distance visibility and the mobility profile 

asking options  

[01351 Preferably, when content is created, a user can only use one mobility 

profile however A wKi be appreciated that this should not limit the scope of this 

invention as one consolidated application screen could allow one user to engage multi 

mobility profiles at the same point of time wheremhen the user (as a main user) can 

create content sMnltaneousl at the same point of time, using difterntrnobility proves 

and using different channels.  

[01361 in another embodiment, the user can have more granular options to mask or 

hide the created content fur some sub mobilty profiles in specific. For example: Mask 

the content for all users except the actual international tourists (DFMii. This user 

interface is just an example and should not limit the type of content that can be created or 

shared or the mobility profiles or the sub mobility profiles that can be selected for the 

content masing.  

[0137] In an embodiment, the system provides a controlled access to specific 

channels for some mobility profiles not to allow a specific location (e~g. a PSZ) to be 

accessed by the user via another mobility profile (eg. OTFS or DFM) In this case. a 

geolocation zone will be accessed only by a user via one mobility profile and not via 

another mobility profile, For example the system may allow that the Geographical areas 

defined by a user as a static zone(s), to be blocked by the administrator/backend system 

for other mobility profiles for the same user, 

[0138] Figure 8 shows a diagram ofthe Nobility profiles Geolocation zones block.  
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[0139] The "Mobility Profe geolocation zones block" module wil block some 

Geographical areas. eg tagged by a user as a PSZ, when the user tries to access this 

geographical area via a different mobility profile. Hence ifuser Alpha preselects point y 

as his PSZ if he will try to access this geographical location via the OTFS or the DEM 

mobilitypofile, access will be denied. The threshold distances to block access (between 

the centres of for example, PSZi and DFM or OTFS mobilityprofies can be defined by 

the administratoribackeud server and can be dynamic to change if the geographical area is 

a metropolitan or rural area. For example 2km if the geographical area is metropolitan 

and 1 0km ifthe geographial area is rural.  

[0 1401 As an example: for channe I teach channel can have different settings 

[0.141.] Let's assume user A tries to access channel (or a tab or section o channel 

1) using the OTFS or DFM! mobility profile To explain further, assuming R Alpha is the 

distance between the geoiocation centres of one of user A's PSZn. profile and the centre 

of his OTS or DEN! mobility profile geolocation.  

[0142] Let's assume that Rn is the mobility profile geokieation block radius of a 

channel fbr a zone. Rn can be dynamic as explained easier for exam ple 2 km for 

metropolitan areas and 10 km for rural areas.  

[01431 Then the folowing scenarios are supported by the computer implemented 

method: 

[0144] R alpha > Rn; Result, user A will be able to activate the OTFS or DFM 

mobility profiles He will be able to see al posts (e.g. within R beta except the posts 

made in the circle of the Mobility profiles GJeolocation zones block).  

[0145] R aipha Rn: Result, user A will not be able to actiwat the OTES or DM 

mobility profiles, The user wil rieed to leave (as OTFS or DEM mobility profiles) the 

Geolocation zone's block area before being able to activate the OTFS or DEM mobility 

profiles.  

[0146] It should be noted that the nama nm search or browse radius can be limited 

for some channels, for soni user types, for soc mobility profiles 

[01471 The above is just an example and should not limit the scope of this 

invention as other methods for the mobility profile geolocation. zones block could be used 

for some user types, for sone channels, for some mobility profiles.  
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[0148] Figure I shows a process flow chart for the post visibility decision tree.  

This covers the channel access, channel mobility profile access, post distance limit 

visibility; mobility prohle post masking 

[01491 Figure 12 shows the Login flow process and mobility profile for a web 

access, mobile site and native mobile application.  

[0150] The backend server can be based on a single tier, 2 tier or 3 ier architecture.  

In this case, when the user logs in, and after his authentication, the available mobility 

profles/Mobility profile landing page preference are pushed to his computing device 

[0151] Figure 13 shows a block diagram for the channel and tab access rights 

based on the user type andnobility profile.  

[01 52] The type of content that the user can access doesn't depend only on the 

location or the user type or the channel tabs or sub sections but depends also on the 

engaged mobility profde he is using and the mobility profde used when the content he is 

trying to access was created. h's not just the location only as per a] other methods of the 

prior art. For previous art, the created content is based purely on location retrieved on 

demand byv a user as required, not based on mobility pronte- (I this diagram, post or 

group are used as an example of content however this should not imit the scope of the 

content to be created to only post or group as other content that can be created and shared 

can be video feeds M messages, groups, files, alarms, sensors data, photographs 

weather forecast data etc, 

[01 53] Example of user types: Law enforcement, emergency services councils, 

public transport, resident, business, trade professionals. The user can be a human, 

machine, sensor or any type of application program interface such as weather API, news 

API etc. The holistic applicaon access will change based on the user type The user 

type will preferably have a separate user type logo associated with the created content.  

For goveinent users, their accounts could be created manually after filling an online 

contact form and their detais verified manual.  

[01541 Government users may have access or rights to share content on sone 

specific channels or tabs or sub tabs that other users are only able to read. Example; a 

"Police Broadcast" channel content creation tab or sub tab can only be accessed by 

police, not by other users allowing only a subscribed poie officer to create content on 

this tab sub tab or section of the channel This is to make sure that the content generated 
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on this channel is only generated by police authorities Same for "Public Transport" or 

"Council" Channels where only public transport officers and council officer can create 

content on these bchanels or on specific tabs or sub tabs on these channels. Other 

commercial examples could be businesses. For example., a restaurant accesses the 

"dealM channel content creation tab or content creation sub tab and creates differentiated 

offers or deals with variable discountsor r specific user types and specific mobility 

profiles. For example, 

a 10% discount lor MPSZI (mobility profile) AND residents (user type)or 

20% discounts for business catering (user type business) and MPSZI (mobility profile); 

or 

-- 1 5% discount for all D)FM mobilty profile (users in the areat or 

- more specific a 30% discount for trade professionals (user type) AND who 

are on the move in the atca (DEn mobility profile 

[0155] If it's a fast food chain, the headquarters can even create different deals 

anywhere on the map via using the OTFS mobility profile irrespective of the fast food 

chain headquarters location (MPSZI) by providing the stores address or just poining at 

participating fast food chain stores on the map before creating the content 

[0156] Moreover, a main user can create secondary user accounts where the 

difference between the secondary user and the main user is just the ability of the main 

user to create secondary accounts. A secondary user may have a different logo or tag to 

differentiate from the main user. Moreover, another tag could be added to differentiate 

the type of users if it's a human, pet, machine, API smart device, wearable device or 

sensor For example a police station could be the main user with the code Uph where p 

refers to police and h refers to human. The police station Up ih can create secondary' user 

accounts for two field police officers such as Up2h and p3h as well as secondary 

account for sensors or alarms such as Up7s where s retbrs to a sensor such as bank alarm.  

The police station UpIh liain user) can create crime aerts via using the OTFS and via 

designating the location of the crime on the map or providing the address while at the 

same point of tine the field officers Up2h and Up3h e y users) can create as well 

cime alerts or accidents warnings in real time, on site and at the crime or accident scenes 

while they use th.e DFM mobility profile They can do so while restricting the contend to 

be accessed only by residents and not by users who use the DEM and OTFS or any 
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combination they like, Other police user types could be child sex offenders wearable 

tracking device to provide communiy/police monitorng.  

[01 57] Another example is that of a councilor municipality) (or similar govemg 

body) that can create secondary user accounts for its fieid officers or its traffic light 

sensors, noise sensors, polltion sensors ete.  

[0.158 Another example is a residential user residentt such a father rihi can.  

create secondary user accounts for his wife r2 ht and son [ 3 or his pet's microchip, 

his home smart alarm tir~s' home smart central air condition Tr4s' and so on ad 

infinatum. For privacy reasons for some type of users and use cases, the main user could 

make the content generated by the secondary users visible to all users, or only to 

hirnselherseif as the main user, or only' to himself/herself and to his associated 

secondary users.  

[01 59]. There are four tabs in this diagram as an example. More tabs can be added 

and this diagram shouldn't innit the scope of this invention.  

[0 160] Figure 14 shows a conceptual diagram illustrating an example of the 

graphical user interface showing the channels & mobility profile switching module.  

[01 61 In this example, only one static zone is shownrtit should be noted that 

mudtiple static zones are supported by the system.  

[01 621 Figure 15 shows a conceptual diagram illustrating an example of the 

graphical user iterface showing how the mobilty profile will be associated with a user 

post; meaning the mobility profile tagging. This figure also shows the user type who 

created the content and the relatie distance between the two mobility profiles; between 

the user who created the content at the time of the creation f the content and the mobiliy 

profile of the other user who is reading or accessing the content.  

[0 1601 Figure 16 shows a conceptual diagram illustrating an example of the 

graphical user interface and the mobility profile landing page preference selection.  

[01641 The user can select from the settings to select the automated mobility 

profie. This will be based on the mobility pfe predictionmodue. The mobile 

profie prediction module will select the landing page mobility profile for the user.  

crex~d ad t rla land isw hn 'rnblt has,"C 

Alternatively the user canl select the page to be uantualy bed n a specific 

mobility profile such as PSZL PSZ2, OTFS or DFM mobility profies., 
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[0165] Figure 20 shows another evel of additional notifications selection options 

to be used with Section A in Figure 6. This allows the user to net more detailed and 

tailored noticatons. For these Felds, the user will be able to get notifiations from a 

specific user type and for content created at specific point of time during the day or 

during the week. example, a family wants to get notification 1 an MPSZ2 (example, 

school zone of their kids) for any content created by a 'Police" user type and only during 

school days and school Lime (from s to 5 PM for example) and not to get any 

notifications outside this time window.  

[0166] figure 21 is a breakdown view of additional drill down sub mobility profile 

selection options to allow the user to get only notifications when content is created by 

users using sonme very specific sub mobility profiles as opposed to the main mobility 

profile selection options. it should be noted that this level of notifiations content 

filtering can be used in other sections such as the browse, search content and location(s) 

news page and not only limited to the notifications part This wll alow the user to 

browse or search for specific created content based on all the selection criteria and 

combination options specified in the notificatons 

[01671 in another embodiment another level of mobility profile tagging is used to 

support new use cases mainly for the OTFS and DFM mobility profiles Based on this 

new embodiment, a user usinu this OTFS and D N mobility profiles wiil have additional 

levels of nobility profile tanning.  

[0168 Figure 21 is a process flow chart of the sub rnobilty profl tagging for 

OTFS, If there is a block zone rule, the application will reject the selection of the user 

and will force the user to go to the new mobility profile selection page or screen. For a 

resident example where PSZI is his home geolocation, if the user engages the OTS 

iobiity profile and no block zone rules apply. the appliaton will compare the OTFS 

geolocation to the PSZI and the following sub mobilty profile tagging wil apply: 

L OTFSI: means that the user is virtually visiting his PSZI 

zone suburb.  

ii. OTFSe: means that the user is virtually visiting his PSZI city, but 

not in his PSZI suburb 

ii OTFSst means that the user is virtually visiting his PSZI state, but 

not in his PSZI suburb and not in his PSZ I city 
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iv. OTFSn: means that the user is virtually visitng his PSZi country 

but not in his PSll suburb and not in his PS2I cit and not in his PSZ1 state 

v. QTFSi; means that the user is vtually visiting a country but his 

PSZI is in another country. Henee ths user is an international virtual visitor.  

[0169] Figure 22 is a process flow chart of the sub mobility profile tagging for 

DEN. If there is a block zone rule, the application will reject the selection of the user and 

will force a new mobility profile selection. For a resident example where PS/I is his 

home geolocation, if the user engages the DFM mobility profile and no block zone rules 

apply, the application will compare the DFM geolocation to the P /I the the following 

sub mobility profile tagging will apply: 

DFM means that the user is physically visiting his PSZI 

zoneshuburb; 

ii. DFMc: means that the user is physically visiting his PSZI ity but 

not n his PS/I suburb: 

in. DFMs: means that the user is physically visiting is PS/i state, but 

not in his PS/I suburb and not in his PS/I city; 

iv. DFMn: means that the user is physically visiting his PS/I country, 

but not in his P5ZI suburb and not in his PSZI city and not in his PS/I state: 

V DFMi: means that the user is physically visiting a country but his 

PS/I is in another country Hence, this user is an international actual visor or tourist.  

[00] All the content createdshared by the user wil be tagged with the specific 

sub mobility profile tag.  

[01711 Also, the ability to access, create and share content will depend on the user 

type2 channel tab, channel sub tabs, location and the engaged sub mobiity profe(s)to 

[01721 Sub mobility profe tagging supports additional use cases. Example: a 

hotel will be able to offer different accommodation rates for interstate or international 

tourist Rate even can vary if these users are accessing the geolocation of the hotel and 

application as virtual visitors (OTS mobility profles) or as actual visitors (DFN mobility 

profiles. Wouncis or ciy municipalities will be able to get accurate analytics about the 

interstate or international visitors heat map in the city and plan their resources and urban.  

planning accordingly. This will help build a deep understanding of drivers for visitors 
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residents and businesses to enable adaptabiliy to changing stakeholders aspirations.  

This is crucially needed to address the inevitable rMwiig demand for residents and 

business to participate effectively in the digital economy 

[01731 in another embodiment, the mobility profile tagging could include another 

lvel of mobility profile tagging which is to attach the MPSZl city or country too to the 

FUM and 0TS profiles. Example to include the PSZI city or country as additional sub 

mobility tags Example: A French user who is using the DFM profile (actual visitor) 

when he is in Australia to check hotel rates around his actual location cod be rerouted 

automatically to a more personalised content such as the hotel French language page as 

his mobility profile tags will show OTSi FR where FR refers to France 1ence the 

application wil treat this user as an international actual visitor from France even if he is 

using a local mobTe operator and not roaming as long as he uses the application.  

[0174] in another embodiment, automaton of smart devices can be supported 

using the automatedd mobility profile" selection and mobility profile grouping statuses 

of a main and secondary users.  

[0175] Figure 23 shows an example of the graphical user interface fbr Mobility 

profile status grouping and smart devie notifications and actions triggering 

[01761 In another embodiment, the method for providing a social network system 

further comprises: providing a main user with the ability to create two or more separate 

closed grups: wherein a firt group includes: the main user, and other secondary users 

associated with the main user and selected to be part of the group as per the main user's 

selection; and one or more further groups comprising: a plurality of further secondary 

users associated wih the main user and selected to be part of these groups as per said 

main user's selection: wherein said secondary users are associated with a unique smart 

device (eig. smartphone or tablet device) or smart machine (e.g;t network-connected or 

internet-enabled devices or appliances). The application could then continuously 

monitor the collective firsts group (all the users of the first group) mobility profile status 

changes and send specific notifications to the second group as configured. For example, 

and this should not limit the scope of this embodiment; if one or all 'grouped users' of the 

first group are using the automated mobilty profile, the application will regulary check 

if their mobility profles- for one or all together are set at MPSZI (home for example) 

and a notification I wiH be sent to the home smart devices (second group) that wil take 

this notification 1. and execute a specific action, 'action V, Action 1. can be 
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programmable on the smart device to execute a different specific instruction for each 

device Now if all these users will leave their home (MPSZI) AND/OR the 

accelerometer detects an accelertion, the application will automatically switch theI 

mobility profile from MP&Z l to other mobility profiles and a different notification 

notification 2' will be sent to the home smart devices thlat w ill take this notification 2 

and execute a specific action 'action 2 Action 2 can be programmable on the smart 

device to execute a different specific action for each decvic This workflow and 

graphicaluser interface is just an example and should not limit the scope of this invention 

as other grouping of users, user types, user mobility pofiles combination, and 

notifications could be supported.  

[01 771 Figure 24 Is a process flow chart showing the mobility profile status 

grouping check decision tree For example for a resident, group one wil include the 

following user I is a father 'rih (main user) user 2 is the wife tr2h. user 'lUr3h' is 

the son. The application will send a notification to all the smart devices (group 2) when it 

will detect that the last irmiy member lft home (MPSZ IV This can be done using the 

automated mobility protie that wil continuously scan the mobility profile of al the 3 

users and switches their mobility profile from MPSZ to another moblty profIe f all 

are not on MPSZI anymore, 'notification 2 is sent to the smart devices and equipment 

who will translate this and execute action 2 Examp the air condition 'Ur4s' will 

switch itself off to save energy the home alarmUr5s' will arm itself the indoor security 

cameras "Ur6s ' will start recording , the smart oven I7s' if accident left on will 

switch itself off and if the smart garage door 'tr8s if accidental left open. it will close 

itself.  

INTERPRETATION 

[01 78 The invention may be embodied using devices conforming to other network 

standards and fbr other applications, including, for example other WLAN standards and 

other wireless standards. Applications that can be accommodated include IEEE 802 11 

wireless IANs and links, and wireless Ethernet 

[01791 In the context of this document, the tenn 'Nireless" and its derivatives may 

be used to describe circuits, deices, systems, methods, techniques, communications 

channels et that may communicate data through the use of mo dated electromagnetic 

radiation through a non-solid medium. The term does not imply that the associated 
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devices do not contain any wires, although in some embodiments they might not. In the 

context of this document the term "wired" andi its derivatives may be used to describe 

circuits devices systems, methods, techniques, communications channels, etcf Ihat ma 

communicate data through the use of modulated electromagnetic radiation through a solid 

medium. The term does not imply that the associated devices are coupled by electrically 

conductive wvires.  

Processes: 

[01 801 Unless specifically stated otherwise, as apparent from the following 

discussions, it is appreciated that throughout the specification discussions utilizing terms 

such as "processing" mpi "caculaung" "determining" "analysing"' or the like, 

refer to the actiotn anior processes of a computer or computig system, or similar 

electronic computing device, that manipulate and/or transform data represented as 

physical, such as electronic, quantities ito other data similarly represented as physica 

quantities.  

[018 1 I a similar manner, the term "processor" may refer to any dete or portion 

of a device tha processes electronic data, e.g from registers and/or memory to transform 

that electronic data into other electronic data that. e g., may be stored in registers and/or 

memory. A "computer" or a "computing device" or a "computing machine' or a 

"computing platform" may include one or more processors, 

[0182 The methodologies described herein are in one embodiment, performable 

by one or more processors that accept computer-readable (also called machinereadable) 

code containing .a set of instructions that when executed by one or more of the processors 

carry out at least one of the methods described herein An processor capable of 

executing a set of instructions (sequential or otherwise) that specify actions to he taken 

are included. Thus, one example is a typical processing system that includes one or more 

processors. [he prcessing system further may include a memory subsystem inctiding 

main RAM and/or a static RAM, and/or RON 

[0183] Furthermore. a computereadable carrier medium may form or be included 

in a computer program product A computer program product can be stored on a 
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computer usable carrier medium, te computer program product comprising a computer 

readable program means for causing a processor to perform a method as described herein.  

Ntworked or AM d/ipe' Pr~cessons; 

[0 184] In atemative embodiments, the one or more processors operate as a 

standalone device or may be connected, eg networked to other processorss, in a 

networked deployment, the one or more processors may operate in the capacity of a 

server or a client machine in server-client network environment or as a peer machine in a 

peer-to-peer or distributed network environment. The one or more proessors may form 

a web appliance a network route, switch or bridge, or any machine capable of execung 

a set of instructions (sequential or otherwise) that specify actions to be taken by that 

machine.  

[0 1 85] Note that while ome diagrams) only shows) a single processor and a 

single memory that carries the computerreadable code, those in the art w understand 

that many of the components described above are h but not elicitly shown or 

described in order not to obscure the inventive aspect. For example, while only a single 

machine is illustrated, the term "machine" shall also be taken to include any collection of 

machines that individually or jointly execute a set (or multiple sets) of instretions to 

perform any one or more of the methodologies discussed herein.  

Addi/ionaihnnbodimenut: 

[01861 Thus, one embodiment of each of the methods described herein is in the 

form of a computer-readable carrier medium carrying, a set of instructions, e.g., a 

computer program that are for execution on one or more prcessors. Ths, as wiU be 

appreciated by those skilled in the art, embodiments of the present invenion may be 

embodied as a method, an apparatus such as a special purpose apparatus, an apparatus 

such as a data processing system, or a computer-readable carrier medium, The computer

readable carrier medim carries computer readable code includingt a set of instructions 

that when executed on one or more professors cause a processor or processors to 

implement a method. Accordingly aspects of the present invention may take the form of 

a method. an entirely hardware embodiment, an entirely software enodiment or an 

embodiment combining software and hardware aspects. Furthermore, the present 

invention may tke the form of carrier medium (eg, a computer program product on a 

comnpter-readable storageemedium) carrying computer-readable program code embodied 

in the mediumL 
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Carrier Mediru 

[01871 The software may further be transmitted or received over a network via a 

network interface device. Whil the carrier medium is shown in an example embodiment 

to he a single medium, the term "carrier mediumt' should be taken to include a single 

medium or multiple media (eg a centraized or distributed database, and/or associated 

caches and servers) that store the one or more sets of instructions. The term "carrier 

medium" shall also be taken to include any medium that is capable of storing, encoding 

or carrying a set of instructins for execution by one or more of the processors and that 

cause the one or more processors to perform any one or more of the methodologies of the 

present invention, A carrier mediun may take many forms, including but not limited to, 

non-volatile media, volatile media, and transmission media, 

[01 881 It will be understood that the steps of methods discussed are performed in 

one embodiment by an appropriate processor (or processors) of a processing (;e., 

computer) system executing instructions (computer-readable code) stored in storage. t 

wi also be understood that the invention is not limited to any particular implementation 

or programming techmique and ial the invention may be implemented using any 

appropriate techniques for implemening the functionality described herein, The 

ivention is not limited to any particular programing language or operating system.  

Means for Anwing out a method or monI.  

[0189] Furthermore, some of the embodiments are described herein as a method or 

combination of cements of a method that can be implemented by a processor of a 

processor device computer system, or by other means of carrying out the function. Thus, 

a processor with the necessary instructions for carrying outsuch a method or cement of a 

method forms a means for carrying out the method or element of a method Furthermore.  

an element described herein of an apparatus embodiment is an example of a means for 

carrngl out the function performed by the element for the purpose of carrying out the 

invention.  

C'muected 

[01901 Similady it is to be noticed that the term connected, when used in the 

clams, should not be interpreted as being limitative to direct connections only. Thus, the 

scope of the expression a device A connected to a device B should not be limited to 
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devices or systems wherein an output of device A is directly connected to an input of 

device B. 1 means that there exists a path between an output of A and an input of B 

which may be a path including other devices or means. "Connected" may mean that two 

or more elements are either in direct physical or electrical contact, or that two or more 

elements are not in direct contact with each other but yet still co-operate or interact with 

each other, 

[0 1;911 The term, "reaktime for example "displaying real-time data," refers to the 

display of the data without intentional delay, iven the processing limitations of the 

system and the time required to accurately measure the data.  

[01 921 As used herein, the term "exemplary" is used in the sense of providing 

examples, as opposed to indicating quality. That is an exemplary embodinient" is an 

embodiment provided as an example, as opposed to necessarily being an embodiment of 

exemplary quality for example serving as a desirable model or representing the best of its 

kind.  

Embodimetns 

[0193] Reference throughout this specification to "one embodient" or "an 

embodiment" means that a particular feature, structure or characteristic described in 

connection with the embodiment is included in at last one embodiment of the present 

invention. Thus, appearances of the phres s "in one embodiment" or "in an embodent 

in various places throughout this specification are not necessarily all referring to the sane 

embodiment, but miay Furthermore, the patitilar feaues. strutures or charactersts 

may be combined in any suitable manner, as would he apparent to one of ordinary skil in 

the art from this disclosure, in one or more embodiments.  

[01941 Similady it should be appreciated that in the above description of example 

embodiments of the invention, various features of the invention are sometimes grouped 

together in a single ernbodimen; figure or description thereof for the purpose of 

streamlining the disclosure and aiding in the understanding of one or more of the various 

inventive aspects. This method of disclosure, however, is not to be interpreted a~s 

rejecting an intention that the claimed invention requires more features than are 

expressly recited in each climan. Rather, as the flowing claims reflect, inventive aspects 
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lie in less than all features of a single foregoing disclosed embodiment. Thus, the claims 

following the Detailed Description of Specific Embodiments are hereby expressly 

incororated into this Detailed Description of Specifie Embodiments, with each claim 

standing on its own as a separate embodimet of this invention.  

[0195] Furhenore, while some embodiments described herein include some but 

not other features included in other enhodiments, combinations of features of different 

embodiments are meant to be within the scope of the invention, and form different 

embodiments, as would be understood by those in the art For example. in the fIowing 

claims, any of thie claimed embodiments can be used in any combination.  

D~itkethmances of Objects 

[0196] As used herein unless otherwise specified the use of the ordinal adjectives 

"first", 'second', "third", etc, to describe a common object, merely indicate that different 

instances of like objects are being referred to and are not intended to imply that the 

objects so described must he in a given sequence, either temporal spatialy in ranking, 

or in any other manner.  

Spevecii Dcetds 

[0197] In the description provided herein, numerous specific details are set forth 

However, it is understood that embodiments of the invention may, be practiced without 

these specific details. In other instances, well-known methods, structures and techniques 

have not been shown in detail in order not to obscure an understanding of this 

description.  

[01981 In describing the preferred embodiment of the invention illustrated in the 

drawings, specific terminology will be resorted to for the sake of clarity However, the 

invention is not intended to be limited to the specific tens so selected, and it is to be 

understood that each specify tern includes all technical equivalents which operate in a 

similar manner to acco a similar technical purpose. Terms such as "forward", 

"rearward, 'adially" "peripherally" "pwardl" downwardlyly", and the like are used 

as words of convenience to provide reference points and are not to be construed as 

liniting terns 
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Comnprisintg and fiduding 

[0199] In the clims which follow and in the preceding description of the 

invention, except where the context requires otherwise due to express language or 

necessary nplication the word "comprise" or variations such as "comprises" or 

"comprising' are used. in an inclusive sense, ie. to specify the presence of the stated 

features but not to preclude the presence or addition of furher features in various 

embodiments of the invention.  

[02001 Any one of the terms inelding or which includes or that includes as used 

herein is also an open terin that also means induding at least the elements/features that 

follow the term, but not excluding others. Thus, including is synonymous wit and 

means comprising.  

[0201- Thus while there has been described what are believed to be the preferred 

embodinents of the invention, those skilled in the art will recognize that other and further 

modifications ainy be made thereto without departing from the spirit of the invention and 

it is intended to caim all such changes and modifications as fall within the scope of the 

nventiot For example any formulas given above are nere lv rof 

procedures that may be used, Functionality may be added or deleted from the block 

diagrams and operations may be interchanged among functional blocks. Steps may be 

added or deleted to methods described within the scope of the present invention

[0202] Although the invention has been described with reference to specific 

examples it will be appreciated by those skilled in the art that the invention may be 

embodied in many other forms, 

indus/a/ Apniib.ri 

[0203] it is apparent from the above, that the arrangements described are applicable 

to the conmmrdcation industxes.  
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CLAMS 

The claims defining the invention are as follows; 

L A method for providing a social network system for allowing users to: 

create and share content with other users;and 

access content created bother users 

the method compdising: 

providing a plurality of mobility profile options for a user for 

continuous engagement with content associated with one or more mobility profiles in 

retktime, wherein said mobility profile options include: 

at least one first option comprising a unified combination of 

multiple preseected and stored first geographic locations and a first mobility status; and 

a second option comprising a unified combination of a temporary 

selected second geolocation and a second mobility status; and 

a third option comprising a unified combination of a continuously 

updating third geolocation and a third mobiity' status; 

wherein said mobility profiles are adapted to be activated one at a 

time or concurrently with any one or more user mobility profiles; receiving a current 

mobility profile option selection of a user, wherein use of the system by a user is 

conditional upon the user having at least one or more user selected concurrent mobility 

profile option selections) and allowing a user to create content, wherein the content can 

be created with a user selected restriction upon the ability of other users to access the 

content based upon the current mobility profile option selection or selections of the other 

users.  

2. The method of claim 1 wherein the content created while the user is connected to 

one or more mobility profiles is adapted to be associated with a user' seected restriction 

upon the ability of other users to access the content based upon the fixed or current 

geographicl location of the other users falling within or outside of a user selected 

geographical zone and the other users using a curent nobility profile option selection 

that is not restricted by the user 

3. The method of either claim I or clim 2, wherein the mobility profile is user 

configurable such that the user can restrict the userIs own accessibility to content created 
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by other users, wherein the content restriction is based upon the created content being 

created within a geographical zone corresponding to the uses current mobility profile 

option selection, 

4. The method of any one of claims I to 3, wherein for the first option or one of the 

first options the fixed geographical location is a fixed geographicalocation selected by 

the user during selection of the current mobility profIle option, 

5. The method of any one of clans I to 4 wherein for the first option or one of the 

first options the geographical location is a fixed geographical location selected by the 

user before selection of the current mobility profile option, 

6. The method of any one of claims I to 5. wherein for the first option or one of the 

first options the geographical location is a stored fixed geographical location preselected 

by the user.  

7. The method of claim 6. wherein multiple first optins are available as different 

selectable mobility profie options, each 'unique fst option defining different preselected 

fixed first geographical locations.  

8 The method of claim 7, wherein a user is denied access to content having access 

criteria defined by any of the first geographical zones of the user's non-selected mobility 

profile first options regardless of whether the user's current mobility profile option 

selection would otherwise meet the access criteria.  

9. The method of any one of the preceding claims wherein the size of die fst andor 

second and'or third options geographical radius associated with each of the mobility 

profiles for search, browse or for notifications is granular to a channel and category level 

and is selected by the user, 

10. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein created content is tagged 

with the current mobility profile selection of the user that created the content and the tag 

is displayed to other users that can access the created content.  

H. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein users receive notifications 

of when there is newly created and accessible content., 

12, The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein multiple content that is 

accessible for a user is ranked to determine an order of displaying the multiple content to 

the user.  
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1. The method of clait 12, wherein the ranking is based upon one or more of the 

following:the user's current mobility profile option section; the current mobility profile 

option selection applicable to the user that created the content at the rime the content was 

created; type of content: content category: distance of the geographical location of the 

current mobility profile option selection applicable to the user that created the cotent at 

the time the content was created relative to the geographical location of the users current 

mobility profile option selection; stored user preferences; and predicted user preferences.  

1.4 The method of any one or the precedng claims, further including providing a 

plurality of channels, wherein users nmst select a channel in order to create content 

within the selected channel or access content created within the selected channel 

15. The method of claim 14, wherein user access to a selected channel is subject to the 

user meeting access criteria.  

16, The method of claim 5 wherein user access to a selected portion of a channel 

including a channels tab or tabs or a channel sub tab or sub tabs is subject to the user 

meeting said access criteria.  

17. The method of either daim 15 or Claim 16 wherein the access criteria includes 

restrictions based upon one or more of: the current mobility profile option selection of the 

user, the user-ype associated with the user: or the user' location.  

1- The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein a user can select to change 

to a different mobility profle option whiie accessing the systein, whereby the newly 

selected option becomes the current mobility profile option selection.  

19 The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the system automatically 

selects a current mobility profile option selection tbr the user.  

20. The method of claim 19, wherein the automatic selection is based upon a 

preselected user preference.  

2- . The method clan 19, wherein the automatic selection is based upon. a prediction 

employing a user's history of use.  

22. The method according to any one of the preceding claims, wherein the type of 

content that can be created includes one or more of posts, calendar events, private user 

groups video feeds, SMS messages, fes, alarms, sensor data, photographs, or weather 

forecast data.  
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23. The method of any one of the preceding claims, wherein the content can be created 

with a user selected restriction upon the ability of other users to access the content based 

upon the fixed or current geographical location, of the current mobility proe option 

selection of the other users falling within a user selected distance from the fixed or 

current geographical location of' the user's current moilt proIe option selection.  of hemobiitY p 

24 A social network system for allowing users to create and share and access content 

with other users, said system including 

a database fr storing data pertaining to users of the system; and 

a server connected to a communications network for communicating with 

user devices over the communications network; wherein the server is programmed to 

provide the method according to any one of claims I to 23.  

25. A method for providing a social network system for allowing users to: 

create and share content with other users; and 

access content created by other users; 

the method comprising: 

providing a plurality of user-types; 

providing a plurality of mobility profile options foi each user-type 

to provide a user with continuous engagement with content associated with one or more 

mobility profiles in real-timeAwherein said mobility rulie options include 

at least one first opton comprising a unified combination 

of multiple preselected and stored first graphic locations and a first mobility status: 

and 

a second option comprsIg a unified combination of a 

temporary selected second geolocation and a second mobility status: and 

a third option comprising a unified combination of a 

continuously updatng tird geolocation and a third mobility status; 

wherein said mobility profiles are adapted to be activated one at a 

time or concurrently with any one or more user mobility profiles; 
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receiving a current moilt profile option selection of a user, wherein use 

of the system by a user is conditional upon the user having at least one or more user 

selected concurrent nobil ityoile option selection(s): and 

allowing a user to create content herein the content can be created with a 

user selected restriction upon the ability of other users to access the content based upon 

the current mobility profile opton selection or selections of the other users: and 

wherein content associated with one or more mobility profiles comprises 

user-type access restrictions to restrict interaction with the content to selected user-types.  

26 A method for providing a social network system for allowing users to: 

create and share content with other users; and 

access content created by other users; 

the method comprising: 

providing a plurality of mobility profile options for each user-type to 

provide a user with continuous engagement with content associated with one or more 

mobi ity profiles in real-me, wherein said mobiity profie options include 

at least one tirst option comprising a unified combination of 

multiple preselected and stored first geographic locations and a first mobility status; and 

a second Option comprising unified combination of a static 

temporary second geolocaton and a second mobility status; and 

a third option comprising a unified combination of a continuously 

updating third geolocaion and a third mobility status: 

whereIn said mobility profies are adapted to be activated one at a 

time or concurrently with any one or more user mobility profiles; 

receiving a current mobility profile option selection of a user, 

wherein use of the system by a user is conditional upon the user having at least one or 

more user selected concurrent mobility profile option selectionss; and 

allowing a user to Create content wherein the content can be created with a 

user selected restricton upon the ability of other users to access the content based upon 

the current mobility profile option selection or selections of the other users; 
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wherein the sOCia1 network system is adapted to provide a user that is 

simuhaneously connected to a plurality of Mobility profiles with notifications of content 

created i association with each of the connected mobility profiles.  

27, A method for providing a social network system as claimed in any one of the 

preceding claims wherein the method further comprises: 

providing, one or more sulb-mobiit profile options for the OTFS and 

DFM mobility poMfile opdons 

for a more differentiated and enriched mobility profit access to content 

and content creation, content sharing and content masking, 

wherein the multiple sub mobility prfie options are selected by the user 

or for the user and wherein any content created and shared by the user while this profile is 

engaged will be tagged with the sub mobility profile tag, 

23 A method for providing a social network system as climed in any one of the 

preceding claims, wherehi the method father comprises; 

supporting the creation of main and secondary users:wherein a main user 

can create multiple secondary users wherein the difference between a main user and a 

secondary user is the ability of the main user to create secondary users and wherein 

secondary users can be humans or sensors or smart devices or wearables APIs or 

machines.  

29. A method for providing a social network system as claimed in any one of the 

preceding ciains, wherein the method further comprises.  

supporting the creation of a separate and different identification tag for the 

main and secondary users associated with any content they create or share and 

differentiating if this secondary user is a sensor or a human or a pet or an API or a 

machine or a wearable etc 

30. A method for providing a social network system as claimed in any one of the 

preceding claims, wherein the method further comprises 

providing the main user with the option to make the content neirated by 

the secondary associated users visible to all ser.s, or only to himselherself as the main 

user, or only to himseltherself and to his associated secondary users.  
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31 A method for providing a social network system as claimed in any one of the 

preceding claims, whereini the method further comprises: 

providing a main user with the ability to create two or more separate 

closed groups: 

wherein a first group includes: 

the main user; and 

other secondary users assorted with the main user and selected to 

be part of the group as per the main user's selection; and 

one or more further groups comprising: 

a plurality of brother secondary users associated with the main user 

and selected to he part of these groups as per said main user's selection; 

wherein said secondary users are associated with a unique smart device or 

smart machine, 

32. A. method for providing a social network system as claimed in any one of the 

preceding claims, wherein the method further comprises: 

supporting the mobility profile status grouping and the continuous 

colective monitoring of mobility profile status changes for all the users of the first group 

described in clain 31, wherein the application monitors the collective change of the first 

goup's mobility profile status from a status to another or other users.  

31 A method for providing a social network system as claimed in any one of the 

preceding claims, wherein the method further comprises: 

sending different notifications to a second group when a mobility profile 

stands grouping change for the first group is detected wherein the different nodficains 

are adapted to trigger the execution of a specific action, command or automation of 

actions for the users of the second group associated with smart devices and/or smart 

machines.  
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